The object of the new organization, to be known as the M. I. T. Press Club, will be to systematize all news going to the newspapers concerning the Institute.

At a meeting of L'Avenir held last week the following officers were elected: President, Antonio M. Lage; Vice-President, Gustave Bouscaren; Secretary, Renaud Lage; Treasurer, P. G. L. Hilken; Member of Executive Committee, Bertram W. B. Greene. It was practically decided to give a French comedy during Classical Junior Week. Candidates for parts must leave their names with Mr. Bernard as soon as possible.

At a meeting called by Professors Richards and Cross, of the students belonging to the Episcopal Church, it was decided to form a society called the St. John's Society. The twenty-five who were present informally approved a Constitution offered, and appointed Messrs. C. E. A. Winslow, H. P. McDonald and W. P. R. Pember a committee to revise and present this Constitution at a meeting March 18th at the same place, the Technology Club, when it will be adopted.

The thirty-sixth annual catalogue of the Institute has been put into the hands of the students after some delay on the part of the printer. The book is gotten up practically along the same lines as previous catalogues but embraces a few changes and additions which add to it very materially. Within the front cover is a plan showing the location of all buildings of the Institute. The subject matter of the book comprises the usual statement of courses of instruction, register of students, and alumni, etc. Aside from this, however, there is appended an alphabetical list of all students and teachers connected with the Institute. The different options under the schedule of courses are given separately where there is sufficient difference to warrant such separation. The book is somewhat more valuable by reason of these additions.

Communications.

The Editors do not hold themselves responsible for opinions expressed by Correspondents.

TO THE EDITORS OF THE TECH:

March 11th, 1901.

In the issue of THE TECH of February 28th it was announced by the Tech Y. M. C. A. that Mr. John R. Mott was to address the regular meeting of March 8th. Mr. Mott was to be at Harvard at this time and if possible was to speak at the Institute on the afternoon announced.

About five hundred Harvard students gathered to hear him on the 6th, and large numbers on the 7th and 8th inst. From Wednesday evening until late Friday night Mr. Mott's time was taken by interviews with the men, which made it impossible for him to speak at Technology.

WM. C. PICKERSGILL,
Gen. Sec. Tech Y. M. C. A.

More Junior Dinner Menus.

At the Junior Class Dinner there were not provided a sufficient number of menus. Those who were unfortunate enough not to secure one, and some others, expressed a desire to have some more printed. The Dinner Committee find that another edition can be printed for $2.00. Provided fifteen or twenty desired menus, the expense to each one would be very small. Those who are willing to pay about ten cents for a menu will kindly leave their names in Box III, "Cage" within the next two days.

New Publication.

A History of Maryland by S. M. Passano has recently been published. The volume contains 245 pages and is written especially for use in public and private schools. It covers the history of Maryland from the earliest settlements to the present day. The book is well illustrated with portraits, cuts of public buildings and monuments, maps, etc. One good feature is the attention given to the social and industrial aspects of the history of the State, in addition to the usual topics, wars, slavery, politics, etc.